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What is Google Forms?
Google Forms is an application created by Google with the purpose of creating
forms. It is easy to use and rich in content. Thus, it is a very powerful tool.

You have the opportunity to formulate many types of questions on Google
Forms. E.g. on which day, at what time, on a scale of 1 to 10 what do you think
of…
Furthermore, the answers of the participants are directly saved and ordered on
an excel document.
You can manage the forms alongside others.
Be aware that you will need a Goodle+ account to use Google Forms.

The first steps
Go to this link:
https://www.google.com/intl/fr_fr/forms/
about/

Click on the button “Go to Google
Forms”

Step 1 : The creation of the form
Start by naming your form. Choose an adequate name so that
your target audience can understand immediately the topic of
your form.
Click on « Untitled Form » to
rename it.
Underneath the title there is a box called
« Form Description». If you would like to,
you can add a description of your survey and
explain the purpose of the survey.

Creating the question
 Underneath the title of the form,
you can find the area where you
can create the question.
 Replace the box called “Untitled
Question” by your question.
 The field “Help Text” is optional.
You can use it to provide
additional information that will
help the surveyee understand
your question.

Creating the question
 Le fields under “Question Type” gives you the possibility to choose the format of the answer
the internet users will give you.

Text : the interviewee has to give a short written answer.
Paragraph Text: the interviewee has to give a long written answer.
Multiple Choice: the interviewee has to choose one or several answers from the provided answers.
Checkboxes: the interviewee has to choose one of the provided answers.
Choose from a list: the interviewee chooses an answer from the provided list.
Scale : the interviewee selects one box corresponding to a number on a scale starting from 0 to 10.
Date : the interviewee chooses answers from several boxes.
Heure : the interviewee chooses a time.

Modifying the questions
When you move the mouse on a quastion, 3 icons appear on the upper
right corner of the box.
The icon representing a trash can is used
to delete the question
This icon will allow you to duplicate the
question

This icon will allow you to modify the
question

Changing the layout

It is possible to change the layout of your form, to make it more attractive.
By clicking on the tab “View” located on the top of the page, you can choose the
button “Change theme”.
The page « Change theme » will appear on
the right. You have two choices: you can
copy a theme or use a default theme.
« Copy theme» allows you to use a
theme that you had preciously used for
another form.
« Personalise » is an option that is
available under your theme where
you can change the apperance of
your previous theme as you wish.
Default themes are provided
underneath

Sending and Sharing
To send your form, you just have to click on « Send Form ».

You can: - send it to your e-mail contacts
- share it as a link (through a site such as Facebook)
- share it directly on Google +, Twitter and Facebook (visible to everybody)

The answers
In the menu, you can find the answer tab. When there answers have been
submitted to your form, you will recieve a notification indicationg the
number of answers submitted.
To access the answers, click on « Show answers ».

An excel teb will open containing
the answers to your question(s)!

Now you are ready to
create pretty and
professional forms!

